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1987 - Scrub Oak Local Dog Post Cover from Herman Herst to Anna Banana, 4” x 9 1/2”

Anna Banana (Canada)
The envelope and stamp above are among the rarest and most significant
envelope covers bearing a stamp in the Eternal Network Mail Art Archival Index. Its
importance is attributed to a Local Post issue created by the famous philatelist and
author, the late Herman Herst Jr. The stamp (above) honors Herst’s dog, Alfie who was
trained to deliver specially franked “Alfie” stamps to Herst’s neighborhood friends. The
stamp title is: “Alfie, Carrier No. One of the Local Post of Shrub Oak, New York 10588.”
Herman Herst, in a New York
Times obituary, was called “The most
famous philatelic writer of the 20th
Century.” Furthermore, on May 1,
1953, Herst issued his first Shrub Oak
Local Post stamp and thus became the
“Father of Modern U.S. Local Posts.”
This cover is also important for Anna
Banana’s recognition of the Local Post
icon, not to mention that she centered
Herst’s stamp so it received a USPS
“ b u l l s e y e” s q u a r e l y o n A l f i e’s “Alfie, Shrub Oak Press Local Post,” by Herman Herst,
hindquarters.
(1987), 1 5/8” x 1”

Eduardo Acosta Bentos (Uruguay)
Mail art envelope cover from Acosta Bentos, May 26, 1988, 5” x 6”
Book artist and Uruguay political activist, Acosta Bentos, sent proof of censored
mail art to the original sender, Crackerjack Kid. Bentos enclosed the “refused” envelope
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“Acosta Bentos Envelope Art” to Chuck Welch dated May 26, 1988, left (recto), right (verso)
inside a larger mailer in order to warn Kid (Chuck Welch) that their mail was under
surveillance. Bentos’ warning appears in the lower right-hand side of the censored
envelope, “US Mail Devolution to me 25/05/88." The sample is proof of mail art
censorship by postal authorities within Uruguay. The envelope is also slashed with a
sharp object to incur damage.

Cestria a.k.a. Clare Gee. a.k.a. Watson Press (England)
Envelope art from Cestria to Chuck Welch dated June 30, 1995, 4 3/4” x 8 3/4” (recto)

This particular envelope "cover" is, at first glance, childlike. It appears scattered in a
seemingly random placement of rubber-stamp images. Is the artist innocently playing
with rubber-stamps in a carefree moment, or is there more than meets the eye? At close
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inspection, the mind's eye begins seeing each rubber-stamp as purposely isolated and
perfectly placed. Care seems to have been taken to allow just the right amount of white
envelope space to invite individual attention.

Left, a philatelic bullseye, Right, Kentucky Fried Chicken hand cancelation mark

Placement remains a thematic concept in this exceptional work in which the artist has
glued a perfectly square, abstract, screen-like stamp in a strategic position. The stamp
has been franked with a perfect "bullseye cancellation mark" compliments of the Royal
Mail. The artist has also carefully hand stamped "Kentucky Fried Chicken: 2 pcs
chicken, 1 Lg Fries, Rg Drink BUY ONE GET ONE FREE! Valid until 31.7.95 Take to KFC

“Cestria’s Envelope Art,” (verso), 1995, 4 3/4” x 8 3/4”
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for full details” The rectangular pictorial cancellation mark lies directly across one 10P
and two 41p stamps of Queen Elizabeth. The Queen of England in triplicate appears
marching to KFC with her free ticket for fast food. There are a dozen or more other
random visuals including a Fluxus sticker hanging like white noise near the Mona Lisa's
head. There's also a black ball, or is it a bubble directly over Mona's head as if to mirror
the bullseye artistamp?
Turning the envelope over and another artistamp appears leering quietly, yet
intently from the lower right-hand corner of the envelope. It's a "Top Secret" stamp
image of a tidy, wrapped package canceled by an official looking, square, numerical
stamp labeled "started". It looks like a letter bomb, possibly a reference to the
Unabomber, "Ted" Kaczynski? The letter is postmarked in 1995, the final year in which
Kaczynski sent 16 bombs to targets including universities and airlines, killing three
people and injuring 23. From the edge of the envelope there’s a tiny, rubber-stamped
finger pointing, floating there as if a disembodied hand of death is warning, "you open
this and you've "started" something you'll regret; A pandora's letterbox. Breathe easy!
The letter was opened twenty-five years ago before anthrax scares were commonplace.

Joyce Hoffer (US)
Envelope Art from Joyce Hoffer to Chuck Welch dated March 26, 1996, 12” x 15 1/2,” (verso)
Joyce Hoffer, a curator at CORE Gallery in Denver, CO
helped organize a Mona Lisa Mail Art Show which caused some
controversy in the mail art network in 1996. The unusually large
envelope mailer isn’t shown here for its artwork, but for the
posting of a statement on the exterior for all to openly read.
Hoffer was among several other organizers of the Mona Lisa
Mail Art show criticized by mail artists for awarding a “best of
show.” Hoffer eloquently defends her actions on the envelope
and concludes, “Maybe this whole thing could have been
clarified if we had called it a “Mailed Art Show” rather than a
“Mail Art Show.

Graciela G. Marx (Argentina)
Envelope cover, Graciela Marx, Argentine mail artist,in a letter dated June 13, 1984, 8 5/8” x 5 1/8”
Graciela Gutiérrez-Marx is an Argentine mail artist, performance artist and visual poet
who proposed the ideology of poetry in action. She attended the University of La Plata where
she was schooled in sculpture. Upon receiving her Masters Degree in Aesthetics during the
late 60s, she became interested during the early 70s in concrete/visual poetry and in
printmaking, forms that were integral components of her collaborations with Edgardo
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Antonio Vigo, a famous pioneering conceptual poet. By 1977, Marx and Vigo's mail artworks
emerged in the international
mail art network under a
pseudonym that was the
conjugation of their names, G.E.
Marx Vigo. On August 31, 1984,
Marx participated in
establishing the Association of
Latin American and Caribbean
Mail Artists in Rosario,
Argentina. A few months later
she began editing one of Latin
America’s most passionate
political mail art publications,
“Hoje-Hoja-Hoy, a publication
that conveyed many of the
Association’s projects and
objectives. In 1985, Marx
introduced the phrase, “a
militant creativity” which she
defined as having “nothing to do
with high art’s immoral rules and
development”and a lot with the
work of survival.
In the envelope above,
Marx issued a remarkable
political condemnation of
Alfredo Ignacio Astiz, the blond
angel of death. The commentary
appears in text over an image of
the sender, Graciela G. Marx. The
words appear scrolling over
Marx’s face as if she is entrapped
by the envelope during
interrogation, the kind that
Astiz conducted as he tortured and murdered over 5,000 political prisoners in the Naval
Mechanics School at ESMA in Buenos Aires. Astiz, a specialist who infiltrated human right
organizations in Argentina, was implicated in December 1977 of kidnapping twelve human
rights activists which included two founding members of the Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo.
The Spanish script appearing on the envelope relates how Astiz surrendered to British Forces
during the Malvinas/ Falkland War. British captors interrogated Astiz who refused to admit to
the atrocities he had committed against the Argentine people. (See <https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Alfredo_Astiz>
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Vigo, Edgardo Antonio

(b.1928 d.1997)

(Argentina)

Mailer from Argentine visual poet and mail artist, Edgardo Vigo, 9 1/2” x 12 3/4”
Throughout my interactive exchanges with Argentine printmaker and conceptualist,
Edgardo Vigo there was a close affinity between us; partly from my educational focus in
printmaking and papermaking, and Vigo's appreciation for handmade paper and artists'
stamps. For his part, Vigo was a pioneer who introduced mail art to Latin America.
Edgardo Vigo's exquisite work rejoiced in the liberty of free, open communication
unhindered by definition. I knew that he disliked calling his creations “art" and so efforts to
categorize his artist books, poems, envelope art, and prints seem a contradictory pursuit
that Vigo would have laughed at, but loved for its irony.
During the 1982 Falkland/Malvinas War between Argentina and Britain,
correspondences between Vigo and I continued unabated in spite of interference by
Argentine postal authorities. Vigo served as a mentor and inspiration early during my
explorations into global networking. I was particularly fascinated by his exquisite relief
print images created upon countless varieties of reshaped envelopes and mailers. His
envelope art evoked the color and tactile qualities as relief print images. Underlying his
handcrafted expertise, there emerged a deeply grounded, innate ability to relate all
things conceptually, especially pertaining to communication and messages that were
often political, yet always expressed with heartfelt, human compassion.
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From 1980-1981, I asked international mail artists to send their most cherished article
of clothing to be converted into handmade paper stationery in my basement paper mill in
Omaha, Ne. Perhaps one of the most tender, heart-rending mail art stories told surfaced in
Vigo’s “envelope mailer” which included a shred of t-shirt worn by his son, Palomo before
disappearing forever on the night that military junta thugs burst into their home.
In 1976, Palomo was a victim of Argentina's military right-wing terrorist state in which
thousands of students, journalists, and activists were killed or "disappeared". Vigo's message
was always one of "remembrance" for his son, a celebration too in the way mailed messages
could escape the boundaries of institutions and bureaucracies. In October 1981 Vigo wrote:
“Dear Cracker, Many thanks for your kind letter and meta-morphosed
material. I got a great emotion having it. Touching that paper I thought
(felt) better. I imagined my son back home, lots of remembrances. The
family shares this but do not let these impossible thoughts lead our
current life. Just some 15,000 people at least in my country who are
in the same situation to make matters worse, for the moment our
hopes cannot rise. Everything goes as the beginning of this nightmare.”1
On the front of Vigo’s envelope art, “mailer” is a stamp pleading for his son’s freedom. The
stamp is a wood engraving of Palomo’s portrait placed above the day of his tragic disappearance,
“30.07.76.” On the verso side of the mailer is a snippet of Palomo’s striped t-shirt, the last
clothing seen by his family that day he vanished forever. In the mailer, Vigo sent a letter:
“These sheets (Abel’s shirt transformed into mail art stationery) for“SUICIDE”
call attention to facts. I would like you and everybody to know that my
son Abel Luis and 15,000 others have been treated as delinquents by the
Army government though they say there was a sort of war and they had to
act as if a war had happened in this country (among brothers, fratricide). Hate
alone could have created that behavior. Our Army forces call it a glory gained
in order to save the country from subversion. I am a peaceful man and think
that a day will come when justice will be made. One cannot explain how
humans behave so cruelly at certain occasions. This is nothing new but it is
hard to live that time, it is difficult to read about hate and madness. I understand that someone can kill under certain circumstance or admit a war, but I
cannot tolerate all those lies continually told by our government pretending
to make murders appear like heroic acts; as necessary sacrifices to bring
order to the nation. They kill, arrest, torture and exile (innocent people)
from this country. It’s impossible to understand it all.”2

1

Edgardo Vigo in a letter to Chuck Welch dated October 15, 1981.

2

Vigo’s statement appearing in “Commonnpress #47: Material Metamorphosis,” p 34.
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On the verso side of Vigo’s mailer is his son, Paloma’s t-shirt identified as “material evidence.”

English printmaker, mail artist, John Christie wrote to the author on July 1, 1982. The
correspondence arrived two weeks after the Falkland / Malvinas War between England and Argentina
had ended. The swift but bloody end to that conflagration resulted in 2,000 lost lives. The needless war
was caused by two nations obsessed and blinded by geocentric national pride. Christie stated:
Some years ago when I first got in touch with Vigo he mentioned about
his son - I remember how at the time the thought of that happening made me
feel like all my problems seemed so petty against the disappearance of his child and reaching that fuller account in "Material Metamorphosis", especially against
the back drop of the Falklands (War), was very moving. I think the project was
worth it just for his (Vigo’s) contribution alone - the rest - a big bonus.”3
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John Christie in a letter to Chuck Welch, July 1, 1982.
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Citizens of Argentina disappeared by thousands from 1976-1983. By some
accounts over 30,000 victims whose bodies were dumped at sea in death flights to cover
up the violent tortures committed. Unidentified bodies of youth were found washed
ashore like discarded trash. Mail art disappeared too and today, very few accounts exist
which document the transgressions of Argentina’s military junta. Edgardo Vigo,
however, with a clenched fist posted messages of defiance and resistance on the face of
envelopes and mailers calling for freedom and remembrance of the “desaparecidos” during Argentina’s
“Dirty War.”

Ray Johnson (b. 1927 d. 1995) (US)
Envelope and Postcard from Ray Johnson to Chuck Welch dated May 4, 1992, 6 1/2” x 4 1/4”
The accolades applauding Ray Johnson's contributions to late 20th century
American Art are a legend. Dubbed the "father of mail art" Johnson was also one of Pop
Art's earliest pioneers as evidenced by two mid-1950 collages; the sunset colored iconic
image titled, "Elvis No. 1" and an untitled work, (James Dean in the Rain).
Johnson's schooling from 1945-1948 at Black Mountain College introduced him to
the influential teacher, Josef Albers. Always a recluse and loner, Johnson distrusted fine
art institutions throughout his life. Some of Ray Johnson's earliest influences centered
around his friendship with another American recluse, Joseph Cornell. Johnson's
collages were often small, zany, filled with visual and verbal puns and inspired by DadaZen aesthetics of found objects. He reveled in popular culture and the playful creation
of cartoon sketches such as his signature bunny heads.
Ray Johnson died January 13, 1995, after jumping fully clothed off the Sag
Harbor Bridge in Long Island on an unusually mild and sunny winter day. His suicide
was laden with numerical clues and staged arrangements of work in his home that close
friends suspect was his
last performance piece.
His suicidal leap into the
icy harbor was described
by The New York Times
as Ray Johnson's
"backstroke into
oblivion.”
Ray Johnson never
lived to see 911, which
makes his “911”
postcard from 1992
astonishing and
prophetic. Johnson’s
sensibility allowed for
the possibility that his
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artwork, unencumbered by the present, might incur unimaginable possibilities of a
future that others would not be prepared for. Nobody in America was prepared for a
horrific day, September 11, 2001, when terrorists flew two jet airliners into Lower
Manhattan’s Twin towers killing nearly 3,000 people. Five days after 911 occurred,
Johnson’s confidant and biographer, Bill Wilson wrote, “Ray’s aesthetic games with
numerals may have a tragic counterpart in the phone number for emergencies, 911,
since the terrorist network struck 09/11/01.” Unbeknownst to Wilson, the conjecture
that Johnson would have played with the emergency number 911 did occur in a letter
addressed to me on May 4, 1992. It is among the most peculiar letters in my archive of
5,000 annotated correspondences.

Stuffed inside Ray Johnson’s envelope was a section of the front cover of
Manhattan’s 1989-1990 White Pages phone book, roughly snipped with scissors into a
postcard format which framed 911 on the verso side in large black 204 pt. Helvetica
font. 9-1-1 is the North American Numbering Plan (NANP), one of eight N11 codes.
Dialing the 911 code will connect any caller to an emergency dispatch center. On the
recto side appear small ink drawn moticos, doodles, or pictographs lining up with “hit”
in the word “White.” Among Johnson’s three prominent ink strokes, the middle marking
bears an eerie similarity to the twin towers. Furthermore, the placement of these black
marks is found on what appears to be landmass beside a blue body of water. Framing
these marks with a vertical rectangular window from the bottom of the postcard to its
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top, the word "hit" appears. The verso side of the NYC
telephone book cover was placed within an envelope
that Johnson had postmarked May 4th, 1992. The
cancellation hovers on the envelope like a gypsy’s
fortune ball. Numerically, the month and day,
05-04 equals 9 and the year 92, added together
equals 11. Is it a mere coincidence or the kind of
existential event that Ray might subconsciously
allow for some unknown future?
Ray Johnson’s death on Friday the Thirteenth
harkens back to an earlier date in 1995 when Fluxus
video artist, Nam June Paik prepared a series of
questions relating to political awareness and the
social responsibility of artists. Johnson left the 13th
question unanswered, writing instead of an
“apologia,” “I wait, not for time to finish my work,
but for time to indicate something one would not
have expected to occur.”4
Ray Johnson’s envelope art was conceptual and
always an exceptional event. He often included a
written or visual clue as to where he’d been, or he’d
play with my address and name, reversing or turning
both inside out. Some of his envelope art were
recycled from previous exchanges with mutual
friends like the late New York collage artist, John
Evans. Other envelope art came from discarded junk
mail Ray rescued at the Church Street Station post
office in New York City. His envelope art included
crossed out return addresses sent by corporate
entities like EF Hutton & Company Inc., or Gallo
Publishing Company.
I never sent a piece of mail art to Ray Johnson
without receiving his response and yet, the arrival of
Ray’s art always coincided with something
unforeseen, especially before and after his death. In
March 1994, I curated “Artists’ Stamps,” an
international mail art exhibition held at AVA Gallery
in Lebanon, NH. Ray seldom entered mail art shows,
and in his lifetime individual postage stamps created
by him were nearly non-existent. But in February
1994, eleven months before his death, Ray sent a
4

Ibid, Donna De Salvo and Catherine Gudis.
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mysterious and disturbing self-portrait in a stamp format. Johnson filled the entire
space where his portrait was to appear with black India ink; a portrait of “nothing.” Was
Ray Johnson’s “negated portrait” a message that he’d already planned death by suicide?
Four months after his death on June 7, 1995, I received his last letter, a letter somehow
lost in the postal bureaucracy, yet arrived by coincidence as a post mortem message.
The photocopy inside included Johnson’s handwriting and a post-mark from Long
Island. Ray’s last words to me from beyond the grave were, “AVA Gardner-AVA Gallery.”
And after that? Nothing! 5

For more information about Ray Johnson’s first appearance post mortem on the World Wide Web, visit
EMMA, the world’s first virtual reality online mail art museum created by Chuck Welch at Dartmouth
College’s Kiewit Computation Center. <https://actlab.us/emma/Gallery/galleryjohnsonpix.html>
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